Many real world networks grow because their elements get replicated. Previously Southwell and Cannings introduced a class of models within which networks change because the vertices within them reproduce. This happens deterministically so each vertex simultaneously produces an offspring every update. These offspring could represent individuals, companies, proteins or websites. The connections given to these offspring depend upon their parent's connectivity much as a child is likely to interact with their parent's friends or a new website may copy the links of pre-existing one. In this paper we further investigate one particular model, 'model 3', where offspring connect to their parent and parent's neighbours. This model has some particularly interesting features, including a degree distribution with an interesting fractal-like form, and was introduced independently under the name Iterated Local Transitivity by Bonato et al. In particular we show connections between this degree distribution and the theory of integer partitions and show that this can be used to explain some of the features of the degree distribution; we give exact formulae for the number of complete subgraphs and the global clustering coefficient and we show how to calculate the minimal cycle basis.
Introduction
Networks are everywhere; wherever a system can be thought of as a collection of discrete elements, linked up in some way, networks occur. With the acceleration of information technology more and more attention is being paid to the structure of these networks, and this has led to the proposal of many models, for example Erdős-Rényi random graphs [1] , preferential attachment graphs [2, 3] , random geometric graphs [4] , and small world graphs [5] .
In many situations networks grow − they expand in size as material is produced from the inside, not added from outside. To study network growth, in [6] [7] [8] Southwell and Cannings introduced a class of pure reproduction models, where networks grow because the vertices within reproduce. These models have some similarities to duplication models such as those analysed in [9, 10] , but in those models only one vertex (chosen randomly) reproduces at every update, whereas in our models every vertex reproduces at every time step.
We suggest that our models, or variations on them, can be applied to many situations where entities are introduced which derive their connections from pre-existing elements. Most obviously they could be used to model social networks, collaboration networks, networks within growing organisms, the internet and protein-protein interaction networks. The model also captures aspects of the way collaboration networks change over time, with new students collaborating with their supervisors and the people their supervisor collaborates with.
In this paper we focus upon the dynamics of one of these eight pure reproduction models -labelled 'model 3' by the labelling in [7] . In this model, a graph is updated by simultaneously giving each vertex an offspring which is born connected to its parent and its parent's neighbours. This model was introduced independently in [11] under the name of Iterated Local Transitivity (ILT), proposed as a model for the growth of online social networks. The model has some very interesting mathematical properties, most particularly its degree distribution which has an intricate fractal-like form despite being generated by a simple recursion.
In this paper we study this degree distribution and reveal connections with the theory of integer partitions, which allows some of the features of the degree distribution to be explained. We also derive exact formulae for the number of complete graphs and the global clustering coefficient, which we compare with the asymptotic results on the local clustering coefficient in [11] . We also show how the edge set of our evolving graphs can be described algebraically and how the minimal cycle basis can be calculated.
Definitions and Notation
Starting with an initial graph 0 0 0
we think of our model as generating a sequence 0 , G 1 2 , , G G  of graphs by performing repeated updates.
1 n G  is obtained by simultaneously giving each vertex of n G an offspring which is connected to its parent and its parent's neighbours.
When a graph = ( , ) . Our choice to use binary labels allows us to describe n G precisely in terms of the initial graph structure. This is described in the appendix.
Our choice to use binary labels allows us to describe n G precisely in terms of the initial graph structure. In particular n G has vertex set
. This can be shown by induction from the definition of our model.
The Degree Distribution
The degree distribution of n G has a remarkably complex form despite being generated by a simple recursion. A degree x vertex )
v with degree 1 2  x and a vertex 0 v (the offspring) with degree 1  x . A plot of the left-hand end of the degree distribution can be seen in Figure 1 . In this section we will attempt to explain some of the features of this degree distribution, in particular the low frequency of certain degrees, which gives the appearance of parallel lines at the bottom of the degree distribution, and the apparent split in the distribution where odd degrees appear to be more frequent than even ones. We will see that some of these features can be obtained by linking the degree distribution to the theory of binary partitions of integers.
Links to Binary Partitions
We show that, in the case where 0 G is an isolated vertex, the number of vertices of degree d in n G can be linked to the numbers of a particular type of binary partition of the integer d into n parts.
Types of partition. A binary partition of an integer n is a partition into powers of 2, i.e. of the form
, so that the terms are decreasing. The number of binary partitions of n is sequence A018819 in the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences (OEIS, [12] ), and the number of partitions of n into k parts is sequence A089052 (read as a triangle) in the OEIS [12] .
A non-squashing partition of n is a partition
, i.e. that each part is at least the sum of all smaller parts. It is known that the number of non-squashing partitions of n is equal to the number of binary partitions, with an explicit bijection (which does not preserve the length) given by Sloane and Sellers in [13] .
A similar idea to non-squashing partitions is that of a strongly decreasing partition, defined by Olsson in [14] , which requires a strict inequality:
We will define a non-jumping binary partition to be a binary partition with the restriction that 
Recurrences for Partitions and the Degree Distribution
We link the degree distribution to two types of partition, strongly decreasing partitions and the non-jumping binary partitions defined above.
Theorem 1 Let 0 G be an isolated vertex. Then 1) The number of vertices of degree d in n G is twice the number of non-jumping binary partitions of d into n parts.
2
) The total number of vertices of degree d in all graphs
, 1
is twice the number of strongly decreasing partitions of d (which is equal to the number of non-jumping binary partitions of d ).
Proof: To see this, we show that a bijection between the sets of strongly decreasing partitions and nonjumping binary partitions is naturally related to the representation of the vertices in the form 1 2 n v    . The idea of the bijection is essentially the same as that for binary partitions and non-squashing partitions given by Sloane and Sellers in [13] .
Let 1 1 = p q be the partition of 1 given by 1 (which is both a non-jumping binary partition and a strongly decreasing partition). This partition corresponds to the two vertices of degree 1 in 1 G . We then proceed inductively: we assume that we have a non-jumping binary partition j p of length j and sum x and a strongly decreasing partition j q with sum x . Then if The total number of strongly decreasing partitions of d (of any length), and hence also the number of non-jumping binary partitions of any length, is sequence A040039 in the OEIS, [12] (this can be seen by using the above recurrence). Hence, with appropriate modification based on the initial graph, this also gives the total number of vertices of degree d in all graphs n G in total; as mentioned above if we start with an isolated vertex then A040039 needs to be doubled to give the right values, as 1 G contains two vertices of degree 1 . Features of the degree distribution. The plot of the degree distribution of n G has a number of distinctive features. We attempt to use the connection to binary partitions to explain some of these, starting with the first n G which contains vertices of degree d . Throughout this section we will assume that 0 G is an isolated vertex, so the results of Theorem 1 apply without modification. We start by finding the first graph n G which contains a vertex of degree d . We note that the stage at which d appears for the first time is given by A014701 1) (  d from the OEIS, [12] . with other small numbers of zeros in the binary representation of s .
The Degree Distribution and Markov Chains
We note that we can choose a random vertex in each n G by choosing a random vertex v of 0 G and defining a sequence of independent Bernoulli (1/2) random variables other powers of 2, but if we work with n X modulo an odd prime the transition matrix is doubly stochastic and so we get a uniform distribution as the stationary distribution.
Lognormal Limit
In this section we discuss some asymptotic properties of the degree distribution. It is shown in [11] that asymptotically the distribution has "binomial-type'' behaviour, in the sense that n j
which also implies that the degree distribution has a roughly lognormal form for large n ; the following result goes a bit further.
Theorem 4
As   n , we have 1) with probability 1 ,
, we can write 
Number of Complete Graphs
The following theorem gives an exact formula for ) ( n m k , the number of m vertex complete graphs in n G , in terms of the number of complete graphs of various sizes within the initial graph.
Theorem 5
Proof. Suppose the subgraph of n G induced upon some n X V  is an m vertex complete graph. In the updated graph
there will be several complete graphs which are induced upon the descendants {0,1}  X of vertices from X . In particular there will be m complete graphs on 1
We will now show that every m vertex complete graph in 1  n G can be constructed in the above manner. Suppose there is an m vertex complete graph in
be minimal such that each vertex of Y is descended from a vertex of X . The subgraph of n G induced upon X must be a complete graph since if it were not then a pair of its descendants in Y would not be linked. Since
. Offspring of distinct vertices in X are not adjacent, this means there can be at most one
, and also that } :
We have hence shown that the number, ) (n m k , of m vertex complete graphs in n G satisfies the difference equation
. This system can be solved using linear algebra by writing ( 1) ( 
yields the result.
Global Clustering Coefficient
The global clustering coefficient of n G is 
Theorem 6
The global clustering coefficient of n G is Suppose T consists of descendants of 3 path connected vertices, then either 1) of type a', n P of type b, n P of type c, n P of type d, n P of type e, n P of type e' and The global clustering coefficient decreases asymptotically as n (4/5) making it smaller than the local clustering coefficient, which decreases asymptotically as n (7/8) , as shown in [11] .
Minimal Cycle Basis
A (simple) cycle of a graph ) , ( = E V G is a subset E C  such that the graph with vertex set } } , { , :
and edge set C is connected with each vertex of degree 2 .
The set ) ( c G yc of all cycles in a graph forms a vector space with symmetric difference as addition. When G is connected with a spanning tree T the fundamental cycles of T form a cycle basis (that is, a subset of ) ( c G yc from which G can be generated 
